
COMPANIES ATTENDING:
Cresilon 
Detect 
Hyperfine

IsoPlexis
Johnson & Johnson
KUBTEC

Medtronic 
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Regeneron

10am 11am 12pm 1pm 2pm 3pm 4pm

IsoPlexis (10 - 12pm)

Regeneron 
(11 - 12pm)

MSK (12 - 2pm)

Medtronic
(12 - 1pm)

J&J (1 - 3pm)

TIMELINE (EST):

Cresilon (10 - 12pm)

Hyperfine (1 - 3pm)

Detect
(1 - 2pm)

KUBTEC 
(3 - 4pm)



CRESILON

YALE X COLUMBIA X CORNELL 
BME INDUSTRY CAREER FAIR

10am - 12pm (short presentation at 10am)

Microsoft Teams meeting link 

Or call in (audio only)

+1 347-774-0948,,913576207#   United States, New York City

Phone Conference ID: 913 576 207#

Representative(s): Wenjie Luo and Jason Schwartz

Cresilon, Inc. (founded in 2010) is a biotechnology company commercializing a gel platform that stops life-threatening bleeding 
in seconds without the need to apply manual pressure. Our proprietary product VETIGEL™, recently launched to the market, is 
designed exclusively for veterinarians, offering a faster solution in hemostasis for clinicians performing both routine treatments 
and complex operations.
 
They are actively recruiting, both for full time positions (though only a few are entry level) and for their summer 2021 internship 
program.
Website: https://www.cresilon.com/

DETECT (FORMERLY HOMODEUS)
1pm - 2pm (Open Q&A)

Zoom link

Representative(s):  Ed Cho & Thomas Blum

Detect is a quickly growing startup entering the consumer diagnostics space. Our goal is to empower individuals by giving 
them access to diagnostics that are affordable and so simple to use that they can be run in the home, yet maintain laboratory 
accuracy. We are starting off by delivering a COVID-19 product to address the current pandemic. We also have a longer 
term mission to broadly affect the healthcare space by not only helping people react when they feel symptoms but also by 
developing diagnostic products that can be used to monitor health and wellness over time. We are part of the 4Catalyzer 
startup accelerator in Guilford, CT where eight companies are focusing on democratizing healthcare by making biotechnology 
more affordable, easy to use, and widely accessible.
To deliver on these goals, we need to solve fascinating and challenging interdisciplinary problems at the intersection of 
medicine, biotechnology, bioinformatics, product design and fabrication, human factors engineering, and manufacturing. 
We are thus hiring engineers and scientists with broad scientific training and diverse skill sets and interests to staff a dynamic 
research team.
Website: https://www.detectnow.com/

Open positions:
All roles are available at the Intern, Scientist I-IV, and Senior Scientist levels:
Bioinformatics/Computational biologist; Molecular biologist; Laboratory automation & operations engineer ; Software 
developer/engineer; Research technician
More positions can be found here: https://www.detectnow.com/careers

HYPERFINE
1pm - 3pm (Short presentation at 1 and 2pm)

Zoom link

Representative(s): Richard Wang

Hyperfine is on a mission to democratize healthcare by making MRI technology accessible to everyone around the world. We 
are reinventing medical imaging and championing a new era of healthcare by building the first ever bedside MRI system. Our 
breakthrough technology enables portable point-of-care MRI and significantly lowers the cost, power, and weight versus that of 
traditional fixed MRI systems.
Hyperfine is a well-funded, rapidly growing health-tech company founded by award-winning scientist and highly successful 
serial entrepreneur, Dr. Jonathan Rothberg. Hyperfine benefits from being a 4Catalyzer company, an incubator of health-tech 
companies (most notably Butterfly Network) who has raised over $700 million in funding. The Hyperfine device was 510k FDA 
cleared in February 2020.
Website: https://hyperfine.io/

ISOPLEXIS 
10am - 12pm 

Microsoft Teams meeting link

Or call in (audio only)

+1 860-241-5453,,91028924#   United States, Hartford

Phone Conference ID: 910 289 24#

Representative(s): Todd Christensen (The representative will be changing at 11am)

IsoPlexis is dedicated to accelerating the fight against cancer and a range of our toughest diseases by producing the world’s most 
precise, award-winning detection systems. By revealing unique immune biomarkers in small subsets of cells, we are advancing 
immunotherapies and targeted therapies to a more highly precise & personalized stage. Research areas: cancer immunology, 
infectious disease & vaccines, cellular & regenerative medicine, inflammation & neurology, oncology
Website: https://isoplexis.com/

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
1pm - 3pm (Every half hour is a 15min presentation followed by 15min Q&A)

Zoom link

Representative(s): Sarah-Jane Lynn

At Johnson & Johnson, we believe good health is the foundation of vibrant lives, thriving communities and forward progress. 
That’s why for more than 130 years, we have aimed to keep people well at every age and every stage of life. Today, as the world’s 
largest and most broadly based healthcare company, we are committed to using our reach and size for good. We strive to 
improve access and affordability, create healthier communities, and put a healthy mind, body and environment within reach of 
everyone, everywhere. Every day, our more than 130,000 employees across the world are blending heart, science and ingenuity 
to profoundly change the trajectory of health for humanity.
Please go to https://www.careers.jnj.com/ to find the most recent job listings.
Website: https://www.jnj.com/

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_NjAzOGI1NzgtNDFmNy00YzcxLThmMjktMThmYmM3NGE3NGY4%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%223a725821-9c8c-446a-b1b8-1f111e8e1ecc%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22fe178ec1-b2b8-479d-b38a-3148f71e6ef6%22%7d
https://www.cresilon.com/
https://homodeus-io.zoom.us/j/93326085141?pwd=b3FHRWJ0aXJTdlFibmFlY1pUVXZrdz09
https://www.detectnow.com/
https://www.detectnow.com/careers
https://hyperfine.zoom.us/j/98135026787?pwd=RWNUYy9jMjBOUmZMTVN1ckk0YmhpQT09
https://hyperfine.io/
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_YWIzYTI2MWUtZjIzOS00YTA3LWFhYTAtMTVjYWQwMGZiYTM2%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2221b025fa-e473-443f-a7d4-b27d411bb065%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%227419ad26-6cbc-41f8-8e1b-ecf14ca80e78%22%7d
https://isoplexis.com/
https://jnjmeetings.zoom.us/j/93024359106?pwd=UWJxbXNKckFidlNwbUh2U3JnTEZ3dz09
https://www.jnj.com/


MEDTRONIC
12pm - 1pm (Short presentation at 12pm)

Zoom link

Representative(s): Skylar Buswell and Katherine Bradley

At Medtronic, we believe in the power of medical technology to improve lives. Seven decades ago, our co-founder invented 
the battery-powered pacemaker. Today, we are among the largest medical device companies in the world. With operations in 
150 countries, our products treat 70 health conditions and include cardiac devices, cranial and spine robotics, insulin pumps, 
surgical tools, patient monitoring systems, and more. Our therapies help 72 million people a year and support our Mission to 
alleviate pain, restore health, and extend life.
Website: https://www.medtronic.com/us-en/index.html

MEMORIAL SLOAN KETTERING CANCER CENTER
12pm - 2pm (Open Q&A)

Zoom link 

Representative(s): Kevin John

As one of the world’s premier cancer centers, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center is committed to exceptional patient care, 
leading-edge research, and superb educational programs. The close collaboration between our physicians and scientists is one 
of our unique strengths, enabling us to provide patients with the best care available today as we work to discover more effective 
strategies to prevent, control, and ultimately cure cancer in the future. Our education programs train future physicians and 
scientists, and the knowledge and experience they gain at Memorial Sloan Kettering have an impact on cancer treatment and 
the biomedical research agenda around the world.

They are recruiting.
Website: https://www.mskcc.org/

REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS
11am - 12pm

Microsoft Teams meeting link

Representative(s): Cindy Rishi

Regeneron (NASDAQ: REGN) is a leading biotechnology company that invents life-transforming medicines for people with 
serious diseases. Founded and led for over 30 years by physician-scientists, their unique ability to repeatedly and consistently 
translate science into medicine has led to nine FDA-approved treatments and numerous product candidates in development, 
all of which were homegrown in their laboratories. Their medicines and pipeline are designed to help patients with eye disease, 
allergic and inflammatory diseases, cancer, cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, infectious diseases, pain and rare diseases.
Website: https://www.regeneron.com/

KUBTEC MEDICAL IMAGING
3pm - 4pm

Microsoft Teams link

Or call in (audio only)

+1 860-969-4103,,917402056#   United States, Hartford

Phone Conference ID: 917 402 056#

Representative(s): John Leach and Karla Palma

The medical device industry is booming worldwide, and digital imaging is one of the fastest growing sectors.

At KUBTEC our imaging systems lead the way with vital, transformative and proprietary innovations that allow surgeons 
and radiologists to provide more precise treatment for their breast cancer patients. Based in Stratford CT, we are a privately 
owned dynamic organization with the vision and market expertise to develop, launch and commercialize a constant stream 
of innovation. We recently moved in to our new, custom built headquarters with all the facilities required to let design and 
innovation flourish. We also leverage our technology into other important markets such as pre-clinical research and forensic 
applications.

Our team of software, electrical and mechanical engineers are focused on developing and integrating new, high value functions 
to our digital imaging platforms. Our patented Artificial Intelligence, voice recognition, 3D imaging and combination modalities 
are key ingredients for our growth strategy. The KUBTEC team is diverse, energetic and committed to our mission to improve 
the quality of care for patients worldwide. We are looking for talented high energy team members.
Website: https://kubtec.com/

YALE X COLUMBIA X CORNELL 
BME INDUSTRY CAREER FAIR

https://medtronic.zoom.us/j/99977500510?pwd=ZzJiR0lKeGJuVUxhNFkyU3ZINk0wdz09&from=addon
https://www.medtronic.com/us-en/index.html
https://meetmsk.zoom.us/my/kevin.msk
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_YTkwMmQ0YjktNmExOS00MDRmLWIyMWUtZTIzZjRjODdlZGRi%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%223e9aadf8-6a16-490f-8dcd-c68860caae0b%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%221162747b-778a-46d0-8180-8649feed9a8c%22%7d
https://www.regeneron.com/
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_NmE3YzgxMGItZDUzZS00ZThmLThkNGItMTRlMjkxYjFmMzdj%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22c202dbac-2a07-4a58-9c01-e8a0511ae500%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2283d474fc-ee6d-4cbc-b877-e8e5601c672a%22%7d
https://kubtec.com/


TIPS FOR STUDENTS
From www.training.nih.gov

PREPARE BEFORE THE EVENT:

Make a list of companies you want to speak to. Use this manual to learn about the various attending companies. Additionally, explore 
their respective websites to learn more about the company’s mission and internship/career opportunities.
 - Consider exploring some companies you are not already familiar with.

Make an agenda: collect online meeting information (URL, date, and time) for each company you plan to “visit”. 

Prepare questions to ask company representatives. Make sure that the questions are not ones that are answered on their website.

Practice your elevator speech: be prepared to talk about yourself, your academic work and experiences, your skills and competencies, 
and what interests you about their company.

Review your social media accounts. Recruiters may search for applicants on the internet and on social media, so be sure your accounts 
are professional, and check your settings to keep information private.

Test your internet connection to make sure you can see, hear, and communicate easily. A laptop or desktop might work better than a 
tablet or smartphone. Also, be sure you have access to reliable WiFi.

VIRTUAL FAIR ETIQUETTE:

Use the video option when possible, and try to look at the camera. Mute your microphone when you are not talking.

Dress appropriately and be neatly groomed. Dress as if you were attending an in-person fair.

Make sure your background is professional and work appropriate.

Be present. It may be tempting to check your inbox or other websites, but don’t do it. Sit up straight and don’t let your eyes wander. 
Minimize distractions.

Don’t eat during the meeting.

Use your full name to sign in. Recruiters may want to reach out to you later and using a nickname could make you hard to find.

Respect the fact that many students may want to speak with the company representatives; don’t monopolize the time. Be patient and 
concise. Remember that representatives may have multiple chats going on simultaneously.

Take notes on the information you learn and interesting questions that arise.

AFTER THE EVENT

Follow up with contacts you make and send thank you notes to make a positive impression and continue the dialogue.


